Dark Web Seminar

Seminar Overview

BlackHorse Solution’s Dark Web Seminar is designed to provide a foundational and advanced understanding of the levels of the internet and digital identity on the dark web. Attendees will work through downloading Tor to conducting research and navigating the dark web. This seminar will help you gain an understanding of dark web tradecraft which can be used to uncover risks to you, your organization, or your assets.

Topics include:
- Digital Identity
- Layers of the Internet
- Tor Encryption and Security
- Tor Bridge Nodes
- Secure communications common to Dark Web
- Onion Services
- Other Methods of Access – TAILS and Whonix
- Creating a personal Onion Service

$500 per attendee

Summer 2020 Discount:

$395 per attendee

Skills & Outcomes

- Configure and search Tor
- Manage attribution on the dark web
- Learn workflows for resolving email addresses, PGP keys, and online aliases to real world identities
- Work with various proprietary, best-in-class tools and technologies
- Search techniques and complex discovery methods for findings .onion sites
- Utilize dark web tactics, techniques, and procedures for force protection, executive protection, or the protection of company assets and intellectual property
- Utilize stateless operating systems for security and anonymity
- Employ dark web tradecraft for effective, credible engagement with dark web actors
- Communicate securely and anonymously via PGP encryption